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Subject Catalog of the 
INSTITUTE OF 
GOVERNMENTAL STUDIES LIBRARY 
University of California, Berkeley 
This Institute is the oldest organized research unit on the Berkeley 
campus, having been founded in the 1920's under the name Bureau of 
Public Administration. From the outset a major interest of the organiza-
tion has been the building of its public affairs library, which now 
numbers some 320,000 publications. It has a collection of pamphlets, 
government documents, and periodicals covering a wide range of sub-
jects of public interest: administration at all levels; city, regional and 
state planning; transportation; finance; welfare; criminology; police 
administration;. justice; federal, state, local and metropolitan problems; 
minority groups; civil service; conservation; recreation; water supply; 
politics and elections. 
All material is classified by a specially developed adaptation of the 
Library of Congress system, and appears in this detailed subject cata-
log having more than 2,000 subject headings. Also included are major 
periodicals which are analyzed for pertinent articles. 
Because of the date the Library was started and the type of ephemeral 
material which it has collected from the beginning, the Library is a 
unique resource for scholars in the field of public affairs. 
Estimated 762,000 cards reproduced in 26 volumes 
Prepublication price: $1560.00; after April30, 1971: $1950.00 
10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S. 
Descriptive material on this title and a complete catalog of publicationJ 
are available on request. 
G. K. HALL C!$ CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston Mass. 02111 
Handbook of 
Medical Library Practice 
THIRD EDITION, 1970 
Edited by Gertrude L. Annan, Librarian, New York Academy of 
Medicine and jacqueline W. Felter, Director, 
Medical Library Center of New York 
Completely rewritten edition of the well known guide to medical library 
management. Seventeen chapters, each by a practicing librarian, present 
up-to-date information on all aspects of service to personnel in health 
science facilities- medical and paramedical schools, hospitals, research 
institutions. Emphasis on modern business administration, grants man-
agement, audiovisuals, automation, preservation of library materials, and 
library planning and equipment. 
MLA Publication No.4 411 pages, $15.00 
Medical Reference Works, 1679-1966: 
A Selected Bibliography. Supplement I. 
Compiled by Mary Virginia Clark. Chi ._, MLA, 1970 
In the first biennial supplement to the comprehensive bibliography, 
ed ited by John Blake and Charles Roos, Mary Virginia Clark, National 
Library of Medicine, annotates 315 entries f9r books published in 1967 
and 1968. Arranged by medical specialties and related fields such as den-
.tistry, nursing, pharmacy, etc., it also contains a list of additions and cor-
rections to the original publication. 
MLA Publication No.3 , Supp. I 
[~ .. ]MEDICAL 
LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
Paper, $3.75 
919 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 6o6rr 
-...._.--~---------------------------·-- -
The Parts may be obtained as follows: 
PART 1 • BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS 
(1A&B) 
Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals 
Published as parts 1A, Books, and 18, Pamphlets, Serials and Contributions to Periodicals, through December, 
1952. Combined as part 1 in January, 1953. Includes renewals for 1947-1950, Y(hich were in itially published as 
part 14A and incorporated with part 1, in January, 1951. 
37,000 Pages on 32 Reels $460.00 
PART 2 • PERIODICALS 
Periodicals including renewal registrations. 
7,400 Pagea on 7 Reels $92.50 
PARTS 3-4 • DRAMAS AND WORKS PREPARED FOR ORAL DELIVERY 
Includes renewals. Contains Sermons, Addresses, Lectures, etc. 
4,200 Pages on 4 Reels $52.00 
PART 5 • MUSIC (Winchell BH 37a) 
(SA, 8 & C) Semiannual. In 3 parts through 1956: SA, Pub lished music; 58, Unpub lished music; SC, Renewal registrations, 
issued as 148 through 1950. These are combined in January 1957, into Part 5, which has 3 groupings : (1) 
current reg istrations, (2) renewal reg istrations, and (3) name index. 
43,1 00 Pages on 38 Reels $535.00 
PART 6 • MAPS AND ATLASES 
Contains published and unpubl ished items. 
3,900 Pages on 4 Reels 
PARTS 7-11A • WORKS OF ART 
$48.00 
Works of Art, Reproductions, Scientif ic and Techn ical Drawings, Photographic Works , Prints, and Pictorial 
Illustrations. Includes the f irst renewal registrations publ ished as part 14A, together with renewals for film 
and literature. Renewal registrations are incorporated in parts 7-11A beginning with 1951 . 
6, 700 Pages on 6 Reels $82.50 
PART 118 • COMMERCIAL PRINTS AND LABELS 
4,450 Pages on 4 Reels $55.00 
PARTS 12-13 • MOTION PICTURES AND FILMSTRIPS 
Includes the renewal registrations from 1947-1950, which appeared separately as part 14A, and were included 
in parts 12-13, in 1951 . 
-3,400 Pages on 3 Reels $42.50 
•Reel count increases when broken down by sections 
AMS PRESS, INC. 
56 E. 13 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10003; 17 CONDUIT ST., LONDON W.l., ENGLAND 
Each of the 4 Parts may be obtained separately: 
PART 1 • BOOKS 
A. Vols . 1-3, 1906-1908. Books, Dramatic Compositions, Maps and Charts. 
B. Vols. 4-24, 1909-1927. Divides into 2 groups: 
Group 1 -Books. 
Group 2- Pamphlets, Leaflets, Contributions to Newspapers or Periodicals, etc., Lectures, Ser-
mons, Addresses for Oral Delivery, Dramatic Composition, and Maps. 
C. Vols. 25-43, 1928-1946. Divides into 3 groups: 
Group 1 -Books, with annual index. 
Group 2- Pamphlets, etc., including Lectures, Sermons, Maps, etc., with annual index. 
Group 3 - Dramatic Compositions, Motion Pictures, with annual index. 
152,000 Pages on 60 Reels 
PART 2 • PERIODICALS 
Periodica ls and Newspapers. Volumes 1-41 , 1906-1946. Quarterly, with annual index. 
23,000 Pages on 13 Reels 
PART 3 • MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS (Winchell BH 37) 
$880.00 
$145.00 
Volumes 1-41 , 1906-1946. Monthly through 1945. Each issue lists all published and unpublished musical 
compositions. followed by renewals , with an annual index. Becomes an annual in 1946 and is divided into 
(1) Unpublished music ; (2) Published music ; (3) Renewals ; (4) Title index to groups 1 and 2. 
88,000 Pages on 40 Reels $535.00 
PART 4 • WORKS OF ART 
Volumes 1-4 1. 1906-1946. Works of Art, Reproductions of Works of Art, Drawings or Plastic Works of a 
Sc ientif ic or Technical Character, Photographs, Prints and Pictorial Illustrations, Motion Pictures. 
19,500 Pages on 10 Reels $120.00 
• Reel count increases when broken down by sections 
AMS PRESS, INC. 
56 E. 13 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10003; 17 CONDUIT ST., LONDON W.l., ENGLAND 
Printed Book Catalogs 
Now Available · 
And Forthcoming 
American Philosophical Society 
Philadelphia. Library. 
Catalog of books, Catalog of manuscripts. 
(Westport, Conn., 1970) . 
38 clothbound volumes . 597,500 cards, 
28,568 pages. Cloth $3,850.00 
The 28 volume Catalog of Books reflects the 
Society's scholarly interest in the history of 
science and related fields. The 10 volume 
catalog of manuscripts reproduces the catalog 
cards of the Library's manuscript collection, as 
well as its thousands of individual letters and 
other documents . 
California. University, Santa Barbara. Library. 
William Wyles Collection 
Catalogs. 
(Westport, Conn., 1970). 
5 clothbound volumes. 73,458 cards. 
3,498 pages. Cloth $650.00 
Citing the complete book holdings of the Col-
lection by subject in one catalog, and by author 
and title in the other, the Wyles Collection, 
with over 20,000 items, is one of the largest 
special collections devoted exclusively to Lin-
coln, the Civil War, and westward expansion in 
America. 
Dillard University, New Orleans. 
Amistad Research Center. 
American Missionary Association Archives 
Author and added entry catalog. 
(Westport, Conn., 1970). 
3 clothbound volumes. 107,520 cards. 
2,598 pages. Cloth $475.00 
The Archives' author and added entry card 
catalqg forms a rich source of original materials 
on evangelistic abolitionism, the Amistad mu-
tiny, the education of Negro freedman, Amer-
ican reform movements, the Underground Rail-
road, and Radical Reconstruction. 
Minnesota. University. University Libraries. 
Social Welfare History Archives Center 
Descriptive inventories (finding aids). 
(Westport, Conn ., 1970) . 
1 clothbound volume. 6,923 folders. 
846 pages. Cloth $75.00 
The Archives are composed pr i mar il y of the his-
torical records of social welfare o rgan izations 
and the personal papers of individuals promi-
nent in the history· of social work. 
U. S. Military Academy 
West Poirit, N.Y. Library. 
Subject catalog, with selected author and added 
entries of the military art and science collection 
and a preliminary guide to the manuscript 
collection. 
(Westport, Conn., 1969) . 
4 clothbound volumes. 66,087 cards. 
3,147 pages. Cloth $450.00 
Consolidated in printed book f orm are the 
Academy Library's internat ionally important 
collection of memoirs , newspapers, campaign 
recollections, official and unofficial manuals 
and regulations, in addition to its outstanding 
books and periodicals on all aspects of military 
art and science. 
American Antiquarian Society 
Worcester, Mass. Library. 
Dictionary catalog of American books pertain-
ing to the seventeenth through nineteenth cen-
turies. 
20 clothbound volumes. 351 ,500 cards. 
16,738 pages. Cloth $2,450.00 
Includes the Society's collect ions of American 
imprints through 1820, books on genealogy 
from the seventeenth through the nineteenth 
centuries, and literary first ed it ions to 1900. 
March 1971 ' 
Wisconsin State Historical Society Madison. Library. Catalogs. 
45 clothbound val umes. 757,890 cards. 36,090 pages. Cloth $4,650.00 * 
The Greenwood printed book catalog consolidates the card catalogs for books, 
periodicals, pamphlets, newspapers, microformats, and government publications 
and consists of ·a 23-volume Subject Catalog that includes the Pamphlet Subject 
Catalog and a 22-volume Author-Title Catalog that includes the City D irectory 
_Catalog and the Atlas, Newspapers, and Local Labor Papers Catalogs. 
*Orders received before June 1, 1971, will be billed at a pre-publication price of 
$3,975.00 May 1971 
GREENWOOD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
51 Riverside Avenue, Westport , Connecticut 06880 
Primary Source Collections in 
Microform Available And 
Forthcoming 
STATE LABOR REPORTS BLACK JOURNALS: PERIODICAL 
This microfiche collection gathers together, for 
the first time in any form, the serial reports 
issued by state Bureaus of Labor Statistics, 
Boards of Mediation and Arbitration, and Fac-
tory Inspector's Reports up through the end of 
the nineteenth century. Primarily from the 
major industrial states of the Northeast and 
Middle West, the Reports provide all students 
of social and economic change with rich quanti· 
tative and non-quantitative information on such 
areas of interest as ethnicity, housing, crime, 
and family life, including marriage and divorce 
patterns. 
Complete Collection of 30 Titles $1,950.00 
SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF 
SOCIAL WELFARE IN AMERICA 
A complete program of published and unpub-
lished source material designed to make original 
source documents available to historians of so-
cial welfare. The collection includes: National 
Conference Proceedings; the papers and publi-
cations of the National Child Labor Committee; 
the journals American Child, Child Labor Bul-
letin, Lend A Hand, Charities Review, Survey; 
Charities, Charities and the Commons, Survey 
Graphic, Survey Midmonthly, and Commons. 
Complete Collection of 6 Titles $1,850.00 
RADICAL PERIODICALS OF 
GREAT BRITAIN 
A collection of 18 periodicals containing the 
protest literature of the Industrial Revolution 
-1 794-1867. 
Complete Collection of 18 Titles $250.00 
RADICAL PERIODICALS IN 
THE UNITED STATES, 1890-1960 
A collection of 67 periodicals including Com-
munist International. International Socialist Re-
view, New Review, Young Worker. 
Complete Collection of 67 Titles $3,000.00 
RESOURCES FOR AFRO-AMERICAN 
AND AFRICAN STUDIES 
A collection of 35 titles of periodicals relating 
to Black Studies, including Crisis, Douglass ' 
Monthly, National Anti-Slavery Standard, Na-
tional Principia, and Race Relations. 
Complete Collection of 35 Titles $1,050.00 
CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS: Testimony 
Before Committees of the United States Con-
gress. 41st Congress through 73rd Congress. 
This microform collection is based on the Index 
of Congressional Committee Hearings (Not Con-
fidential in Character) Prior to January 3, 
1935 in the United States Senate Library, and 
will contain all indexed hearings-the printed 
record of more· than 1 ,250,000 pages of testi-
mony given before all existing congressional 
committees covering a span of sixty-five crucial 
years-arranged alphabetically by subject before 
specific committee and according to specific bill 
number . The 1,056 page index will be included 
as part of the collection in both reprint and 
microform at no additional cost. 
Complete Collection $15,000.00 
Pre-publication Price $13,000.00 
if ordered directly 
from publisher prior 
to January 30, 1971 
All Available by June 30, 1971 
STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS 
Series 1: The Thirteen Original States 
A complete microfiche collect ion of all state 
constitutional conventions-including those not 
ratified. The collection contains all published 
proceedings, journals, hearings, debates, com-
mittee reports and ordinances and resolutions, 
from the newspaper accounts of Georgia's first 
convention in 1776, to the minutes of the Dela-
ware Constitutional Convention in 1969. 
March 1971 
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MICROFORM DIVISION 
Greenwood Publasheng Corpor.ttaon 
51 Raversade Avenue. Westport. Conrwctacut 06880 
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Now! Reduce Search Time with the 
PRINCETON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
UNIVERSAL REFERENCE SYSTEM 
POLITICAL SCIENCE SERIES 
General Editor: Alfred de Grazia, 
Professor of Government, New York University 
As a ten-volume bibliography with supplements covering more than 
30,000 significant works of particular interest to political scientists and 
those in related social science disciplines, the Universal Reference 
System Political Science Series represents a widely-accepted, major in-
novation in bibliographic research. The series enables students, profes-
sors, and research workers to rapidly review, in considerable depth, the 
work issued by some 2400 publishers and 800· journals, foreign ·and 
domestic; and brings the searcher's attention to more relevant works 
than would be located in any other type of search. In order to ensure 
dissemination of the most recent information, the series is updated with 
annual supplements, extending its coverage into the 1970's. 
The series has two unique qualities: 
1) comprehensive coverage and detailed inspection 
2) rapidity of bibliographic research 
Basically, each URS volume consists of a Catalog of Documents that 
contains traditional citations and annotations, and an Index of Docu-
ments. The Index provides the system with its "search power." 
All publications included in the series are carefully selected by experts 
in the field of political science. Each publication is then assigned up to 
21 descriptors, chosen from thousands denoting various topics and 
methodologies on several conceptual levels. In the Index of Documents, 
each descriptor is listed including all works assigned that particular de-
scriptor. A computer sorts and arranges this data, for each of the ten 
political science subdivisions, into an alphabetized index and a catalog 
arranged alphabetically by author. 
Each citation or reference presents a clear, concise summary of the 
document, covering the topic, scope, and methodology of the work, as 
well as the conclusions reached by the author. These entries also con-
tain the author's name, title of the document, book, or article, the year 
published, the publisher or name of the journal, locational reference to 
the annotation in the Catalog,.and all other descriptors assigned the work. 
Thus a scholar may choose one or more descriptors denoting his general 
topic; for example, political participation. Under that index heading he 
may scan for entries containing descriptors denoting the particular vari-
ables under study: those pertaining to certain times, countries, subjects, 
concepts, and methodologies. Works containing a cluster of relevant 
descriptors may then be noted, and studied further by consulting the 
annotations in the Catalog. In this manner, the URS not only reduces a 
scholar's literature "search time," but augments his "research time." 
For complete description and price information, please contact the Publisher. 
PRINCETON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Division of Plenum Publishing Corporation 
32 NASSAU STREET, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 
A BREAKTHROUGH IN STATISTICS 
Directory of Health Sciences Libraries 
in the United States 
The MLA Committee on Surveys and Statistics in connection with the 
American Medical Association surveyed 14,145 health related organiza-
tions to find 3,155 health sciences collections meeting at least two of these 
requirements: 500 bound volumes, 25 current serial subscriptions, some 
personnel. 
The directory is arranged alphabetically by state, city and institution, and 
contains an index by name of institution. Address, phone, type of library 
and of users, and size of collection and of staff are given for each library. 
$3.00 
FOR FAST, UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LISTINGS 
OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE MATERIALS IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES 
SUBSCRIBE TO 
CURRENT CATALOG PROOF SHEETS 
USE FOR ORDERING USE FOR CATALOGING 
This one to six page serial, published by the Medical Library Association, 
gives complete bibliographical data for the English-language materials 
just received by the National Library of Medicine, which will be listed 
later in its monthly Current Catalog. Mailed first class, twice a week, from 
Washington, entries are in paragraph form on 81/2" x 11" paper. Pages are 
printed back to back. 
Write for free sample copy 
104 issues (Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 1971 ), $25.00 
[--! .. ]MEDICAL 
LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION 
919 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 6o611 
NEW 
REFERENCE WORKS 
Subject Catalogue of 
THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY, London 
All aspects of the culture and development of those countries which are 
now or have been part of the Commonwealth are covered by the Subject 
Catalogue of The Royal Commonwealth Society. The Society's Library, since 
its foundation in 1868, has expanded its collection to an estimated 400,000 
books, pamphlets, official publications and periodicals, in subject areas that 
include literature and the arts, as well as geographical, political, historical 
and economic aspects. The key is the extensive card catalogue, arranged by 
geographical areas and sub-divided by subjects. Within these headings, the 
order is chronological. 
Catalog of the 
Estimated 269,792 cards reproduced in 11 volumes 
Prepublication price: $770.00; after April 30, 1971: $965.00 
LATIN AMERICAN LIBRARY of the 
Tulane University Library, New Orleans 
This Library contains a collection of materials in many forms: books, jour-
nals, newspapers, manuscripts, microforms, and maps. The nucleus was a 
research collection for the Middle American area: Mexico, Central America 
and the West Indies. Many other collections have been added and the scope 
has now expanded to include all of Latin America. The collection totals ap-
proximately 85,000 items, most of which deal with the social sciences and 
the humanities. The card catalog is arranged in dictionary form, but gen-
erally does not contain entries for newspapers, manuscripts, or maps. 
Estimated 152,258 cards reproduced in nine volumes 
Prepublication price.· $580.00,· after April 30, 1971: $725.00 
10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S. 
Descriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications 
are available on request. 
G. K. HALL ~ CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass. 02111 
INDEX TO VOL. 31 
(including CRL News issues) 
Prepared by Richard Schimmelpfeng 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Standard abbreviations for names of organizations, ALA, ACRL, 
LC, etc., are alphabetized as if spelled out. Other abbreviations: 
appt. 
cat.(s) 
coll. 
ed. 
-appointment 
-catalog(s) 
-college 
- editor, edition 
l.(s), ln.(s) 
port. 
-library( ies), librarian( s) 
-portrait 
ref. -reference 
rev. -review( er) 
s (before page numbers) 
univ. 
-CRL News issues 
-university 
A 
Abstracts, 61-64; 124-29; 207-
11; 286-89; 360-63; 425-27 
" Academic in deed," Moriarty, 
14-17 
" Academic l. procedures for pro-
viding students with required 
reading materials," Jahoda, 
Hubbard and Stursa, 103-06 
"Academic status for coli. and 
univ. Ins.-problems and pros-
pects," Smith, 7-13 
Acquisitions, sS-10; s28-32; s73-
77; s97-108; s145-46; s178-
85· s212· s241-44· s275· 
s2!h-300; 's328 ' ' 
Agricultural Sciences Informa-
t-ion Network Development 
Plan, EDUCOM, rev. of, 281-
82 
" Allocating book funds: control 
or planning?" Schad, 155-59 
Aman, Mohammed M., "Biblio-
graphical services in the Arab 
countries," 249-59 
ALA, Activities Committee on 
1ew Directions, ACRL com-
ment, s133-34 
ALA, awards , nominations 
sought, s1-2; s324-27 
ALA, Council, censure resolution 
on desegregation, s94-95 
ALA, Executive Director, Search 
Committee for, s293-94 
ALA, midwinter meeting, Los 
Angeles, Jan. 17-23, 1971 , 
schedule of meetings, s323-24 
Anderson, John F., rev., 356-57 
Anderson, LeMoyne W., rev. , 
281-82 
Anderson, Ottilia C ., Index to 
Festschriften in Lnship, rev. 
of, 413-14 
"The Annex L. of Princeton 
Univ.: the development of a 
compact storage 1.," Conger, 
160-68 
"The application of computers 
to 1. technical processing," 
Veaner, 36-42 
Appointments, s17-19; s56-57; 
s88-89; s122-25; s165-66; 
s199; s229-30; s260-61; s310-
12; s287-90; s347-50 
Arnold, Edmund R., rev., 355-
56 
"Article use and its relationship 
to individual user satisfaction," 
Trueswell, 239-45 
ACRL, Academic Status Commit-
tee, standards for Ins., s269-
72 
ACRL, annual conference, De-
troit, 1970, tentative schedule, 
s173-75 
ACRL, Art Ls. Subsection, report 
of meetings, s67 -69 
ACRL, Board of Directors, meet-
ing, Chicago, Jan. 20, 23, 
1970, brief of minutes, s135-
41; meeting, Detroit, June 29, 
July 2, 1970, brief of minutes, 
s317-22 
ACRL, comment on ALA Activi-
ties Committee on New Di-
rections, s133-34 
ACRL, grants awarded, s26 
ACRL, membership meeting, De-
troit, 1970, s237-38 
ACRL, reorganization plans, s93 
ACRL, Section & Subsection 
Committee chairmen, s295-96 
Automation, 36-42; 299-312; 
318-31 
"Automation stops here: a case 
for man-made book collec-
tions," Rouse, 147-54 
B 
Benge, Ronald C. , Ls. and Cul-
tural Change, rev. of, 357-58 
Berry, John, ed., D irectory of 
L. Consultants, rev. of, 123-
24 
"Bibliocentre: an essay in cen-
tral processing at coli. level," 
Ready, 50-54 
"Bibliographical services in the 
Arab countries," Aman, 249-
59 
" Black studies: a report for Ins.," 
Doherty, 379-87 
Blake, N. F., Caxton and His 
World, rev. of, 353-55 
Book Pirating in Taiwan, Kaser, 
rev. of, 58 
Books for Jr. Coll. Ls.; a Se-
lected List of Approximately 
19,700 Titles, Pirie, rev. of, 
355-56 
"Books received," 59-60; 206-
07; 284-86; 423-25 
Braden, Irene A., The Under-
graduate L., rev. of, 417-18 
Bragg, William Lawrence, ed., 
Phys.ical Sciences, Royal In-
stitution L. of Science, rev. of, 
422 
British Univ. Ls., Neal, rev. of, 
421-22 
Buildings, s10-11 
Bundy, Mary Lee, Reader in Re-
search Methods for Lnship, 
rev. of, 419 . 
Burke, Redmond A., "The sep-
arately housed undergraduate 
I. versus the univ. I.," 399-
402 
c 
Cartwright, Kelley L., rev., 123 
Cassata, Mary B.. "Teach-in: 
the academic ln.'s key to sta-
tus?" 22-27 
Castagna, Edwin, rev., 203-04 
Catalogting U.S.A., Dunkin, rev. 
of, 204-05 
"Catcall," Shaw, 89-95 
Caxton and His World, Blake, 
rev. of, 353-55 
Centralized Book Processing: a 
Feasibility Study Based on 
Colorado Academic Ls., Leon-
ard, Maier and Dougherty, rev. 
of, 119-21 
Circulation records, ALA Execu-
tive Board statement on, s239 
Clayton, Howard, "Femininity 
and job satisfaction among 
male I. students at one mid-
western univ.," 388-98 
"Community use of jr. coli. ls.-
a symposium" r results of a sur-
vey of jr. coiL Is. in Mar. 
1968] Josey, 185-98 
Computerized L. Cats.: Their 
Growth, Cost, and Utility, Dol-
by, Forsyth and Resnikoff, rev. 
of, 123 
Conaway, Charles M., rev., 415-
16 
Conger, Lucinda, "The Annex L. 
of Princeton Univ.: the de-
velopment of a compact stor-
age 1.," 160-68 
Cordasco, Francesco, Eighteenth 
Century Bibliographies, rev. of, 
358-59 
Cottam, Keith M., "Student em-
ployees in academic Is.," 246-
48 
Council on L. Resources Fellow-
ship awards, s209-10 
D 
Danton, J. Periam, Index to Fest-
schriften in Lnship, rev. of, 
413-14 
Davis, Donald G.. "Problems in 
the life of a univ. ln.: Thomas 
James, 1600-1620," 43-49; 
correction, 289 
De Gennaro, Richard, "Harvard 
Univ.'s Widener L. shelflist 
conversion and publication 
program," 318-31 
Directory of L . Consu ltants, Ber-
ry, ed., rev. of, 123-24 
Doherty, Amy S., "Black studies: 
a report for Ins.," 379-87 
Dolby, J. L., Computerized L. 
Cats.: Their Growth, Cost, 
and Utility, rev. of, 123 
Dougherty, Richard M., editori-
als 5; 81; 225-26; 377; Cen-
traiized Book Processing: a 
Feasibility Study Based on 
Colorado Academic Ls., rev. 
of, 119-21 
Downs, Robert B., "Standards 
for univ. Is.," 28-35 
Dunkin, Paul S., Catalog.ing 
U.S.A., rev. of, 204-05 
E 
Eastlick, John T., rev., 355 
Edelman, Hendrik, rev., 121-22 
Editorials, 5; 81; 145; 225-26; 
297-98; 377 
Education for Lnship: Report of 
the Working Party, New Zea-
land Working Party on Edu-
cation for Lnship, rev. of, 
416-17 
EDUCOM, Agricultural Sciences 
Information Network Develop-
ment Plan, rev. of, 281-82 
Eighteenth Century BibUogra-
phies, Cordasco, rev. of, 358-
59 
Ellsworth, Ralph E., rev., 123-
24 
"Essentials of l. manpower budg-
eting," Fairholm, 332-40; cor-
rection, 412 
Esther J. Piercy A ward, call for 
nominees, s326 
European Periodical Literature in 
the Social Sciences and the 
Humanities, Vesenyi, rev. of, 
414-15 
F 
Fairholm, Gilbert W., "Essen-
tials of 1. manpower budget-
ing," 332-40; correction, 412 
Farley, John, L. Science, rev. of, 
355 
"Femininity and job satisfaction 
among male l. students at one 
midwestern univ.," Clayton, 
388-98 
Ford, James L. C., Magazines for Millions: the Story of 
Specialized Publications, rev. 
of, 283-84 
Forsyth, V. J., Computerized L. 
Cats.: Their Growth, Cost, and 
Utility, rev. of, 123 
Foyle, James, rev., 122-23 
Freedom to Read Foundation, 
Board of Trustees appts., s71 
"Fringe benefits for academic 1. 
personnel," Wright, 18-21 
"From inside the DLP," Stokes, 
s25-26; s69-70; s95-96; s141 ; 
s176-78; s211; s240; s272; 
s327-28 
G 
Gittelsohn, Marc, rev., 417-18 
Goldhor, Herbert, An Introduc-
tion to Scientific Research in 
Lnship, rev. of, 283; rev., 419 
The Government and Control of 
Ls., Stockham, rev. of, 122-23 
H 
Hacker, Lois, rev., 204-05 
Harrer, Gustave A., rev., 421-
22 
"Harvard Univ.'s Widener L. 
shelflist conversion and publi-
cation program," De Gennaro, 
318-31 
Heinritz, Fred J., "Quantitative 
management in Is.," 232-38 
Hendricks, Donald, rev., 119-21 
Heron, David W., editorial, 297-
98; rev., 357-58 
Heussman, John W., "Standards 
for univ. Is.," 28-35 
Hewitt, Joe, rev., 283 
Hiatt, Peter, editorial, 145 
A History of Education for 
Lnship in Colombia, Krzys 
and Litton, rev. of, 419-21 
Holley, Edward G., rev., 413-
14 
Horecky, Paul L., ed., Southeast-
ern Europe: a Guide to Basic 
Publications, rev. of, 418-19 
Horrocks, Norman, rev., 416-17 
Hubbard, Charles L., "Academic 
1. procedures for providing stu-
dents with required reading 
materials," 103-06 
Huff, William H., rev., 283-84 
Index to Festschriften in Lnship, 
Danton and Anderson~ rev. of, 
413-14 
"Information retrieval from the 
management point of view," 
Kaplan, 169-73 
Information Storage and Retriev-
al Systems for Indiviaual Re-
searchers, Jahoda, rev. of, 415-
16 
An Introduction to Scientific Re-
search in Lnship, Goldhor, 
rev. of, 283 
An Introduction to Univ. L. Ad-
ministmtion, Thompson, rev. 
of. 421-22 
J ahoda, Gerald, Academic 1. 
procedures for providing stu-
dents with required reading 
materials," 103-06; Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval Sys-
tems for Individual Research-
ers, rev. of, 415-16 
James, Thomas, 43-49; correc-
tion, 289 
Jennings, John M., The L. of the 
Coll. of Wtilliam and Mary in 
Virginia, 1693-1793, rev. of, 
58-59 
Jordan, Robert Thayer, Tomor-
row's L.: Direct Access and 
Delivery, rev. of, 356-57 
Josey, E. J., "Community use of jr. coli. ls.-a symposium" [re-
sults of a survey of jr. coli. 
Is. in Mar. 1968] 185-98 
K 
Kaplan, Louis, "Information re-
trieval from the management 
point of view," 169-73 
Kaser, David, "Modernizing the 
univ. 1. structure," 227-31; 
Book Pirating in Taiwan, rev. 
of, 58; rev., 353 
Kenney, Brigitte L., rev., 280-81 
Kilgour, Frederick G., rev., 204 
Krzys, Richard, A History of Ed-
ucation for Lnship in Colom-
bia, rev. of, 419-21 
Kujoth, Jean Spealman, Ls., Read-
ers, and Book Selection, rev. 
of, 359-60 
L 
Leonard, Lawrence E., Central-
ized Book Processing: a Feasi-
bility Study Based on Colorado 
Academic Ls., rev. of, 119-21 
Lewis, Alfred J., "The use of an 
automatic answering service in 
research Is.," 107-08 
Lewis, Ralph W., "User's reac-
tion to microfiche; a prelimi-
nary study," 260-68 
Lewis, Stanley, L. Science, rev. 
of, 355 
Libraries and Cultural Change, 
Benge, rev. of, 357-58 
Libraries, Readers, and Book Se-
lection, Kujoth, rev. of, 359-60 
"The library as a social agency, 
response to social change," 
Pings, 17 4-84 
Library Automation; a State of 
the Art . . . , Salmon, rev. of, 
204 
The Library of the Coll. of Wil-
liam and Mary in Virginia, 
1693-1793, Jennings, rev. of, 
58-59 
Library Response to Urban 
Change: a Study of the Chi-
cago Public L., Martin, rev. of, 
203-04 
I 
~----------------------------, I Dept CR7-D 
Microcard Editions I 901-26th Street, N.W. I Washington, D.C. 20037 
D Please send . . . . copies of your latest 
catalog without cost or obligation. 
Name ............ .. ........................ . 
Title ..... ... ... . ................. ... ...... . . 
Organization ................................ . 
Address . . .. .. .. . ...... ... .. .. .. . . . ..... .. . . . 
~----------------------------~ 
IMPORTANT TITLES ON MICROFICHE 
BOOKS FOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES (BCL-4). Selected titles from the chapter 
"History-United States .... .. ... . . ... . .... ........... . . .. ... .. . ... .. $250.00 
THE BRITISH THEATRE. London, 1908. 25 vols. [BCL, p. 639] ..... . . . .... $ 60.00 
Chalmers, A. THE WORKS OF THE ENGLISH POETS. London, 1810. 21 vols. 
[BCL, p. 636] .. .... ... . ... . ........ . ...................... ..... . . $ 80.00 
CHICAGO REVIEW. Vols. 1-21 (1946-69) .. .. ... .. .................... $ 50.00 
Fielding, H. COMPLETE WORKS. N.Y., Croscup & Sterling, 1902. 16 vols. 
[BCL, p. 656] .... . . .. .. .. ... .. . .. . . ... .... . ... . . . .. .. .. . . ...... . . $ 50.00 
James, H. THE NOVELS AND TALES OF HENRY JAMES. N.Y., 1907-17. 26 
vols. [BCL, p. 729] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. $ 85.00 
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION. Vols. 1-145 (1875-1963} . $570.00 
Morris, W. COLLECTED WORKS. N.Y., 1910-15. 24 vols. [BCL, p. 677] . $ 55.00 
SOUTHERN WORKMAN. Vols. 1-68 ( 1872-1937) (35mm microfilm} .. . . .. .. $150.00 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. Vols. 20/21-30/31 {1964-69) . . .... . ... . .. . . .. . .. $125.00 
TODAY'S HEALTH. Vols. 28-44 {1950-66) . ........ .... .. . .. .... . .. . ... $ 77.00 
* BCL (Books for College Libraries) 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISlON, THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
THE UNITED STATES 
HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS INSTITUTE 
announces the first in a new series of dual media 
reference collections for the expanding academic library 
Proceedings 
of the · 
U.S. Congress 
1789-1964 
•.. including: the Annals of Congress (1789-
1824), the Register of Debates (1824-1837), the 
Congressional Globe (1833-1873), and the Con-
gressional Record (1873-1964}. 
Together, they present the only official narra-
tive of the first 175 years in the history of the 
Legislative Branch of the U.S. Government. 
477 reels of 35 mm microfilm containing the 
complete text of speeches, debates, votes, 
trials, Presidential messages, and all Appen-
dices. 
available for the first time in one 
'Convenient DUAL-MEDIA reference set 
101 casebound full-size reprint volumes con-
taining Indexes to all 220 regular and special 
sessions, Indexes tb the Appendices, and the 
Histories of Bills and Resolutions. 
To: The United States Historical Documents Institute Inc. 
1647 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20007, (202) 965·2121 
Send for our free catalog listing single index volumes and microfilm reels 
Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___ 
Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
City State Zip ___ _ 
DEDUCT 5% FROM ALL PRICES IF PAYMENT IS ENCLOSED WITH ORDER 
The Dual-Media 
Concept 
... saves money and space 
without sacrificing research 
effectiveness 
As viewed by Evan Farber, author of Classified 
List of. Periodicals for the College Library (Faxon, 
1957 & 1970) and a member of the Institute's 
Editorial Advisory Board, 
"Because The Congressional Record and its pre-
decessors contain so much information about 
the activities of Congress, including the votes and 
near-verbatim reporting of debates, it is an essen-
tial resource for all courses relating to American 
government and should, therefore, be available in 
every academic library. On the other hand, its 
very comprehensiveness not only creates a space 
problem for most libraries, but also results in dis-
proportionately high acquisitions costs for new 
libraries attempting to acquire complete backfile 
runs. 
Microfilm offers a partial solution in that it is less 
expensive initially and saves valuable shelf space. 
One of the major obstacles to its acceptance how-
ever, has been the fact that students and other 
researchers find that searching for references in 
microform indexes is inconvenient, time consum-
ing, and ultimately discouraging to effective 
research. 
"Having the Proceedings of Congress available 
then, in the Dual-Media Edition, with the proceed-
ings and appendices on microfilm and the Ses-
sional Indexes and Histories of Bills and Resolu-
tions in printed form (the Record is almost use-
less without its Indexes), means that libraries can 
now offer the wealth of this resource plus the 
convenience of the Indexes in book format, yet 
use a minimum of space and money." 
THE UNITED STATES 
HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS 
INSTITUTE 
... has been founded in Washington, D.C. to repub-
lish complete collections of basic out-of-print histori-
cal reference materials in "Dual-Media Editions." 
Initially, special emphasis will be placed on those 
basic serials which have been recommended for new 
or expanding academic libraries which are building 
collections in the fields of U.S. History and Govern-
ment. These "Dual-Media Editions" will be reproduced 
in optimum combinations of microfilm and book for-
mats to provide maximum gains in serials reference 
capacity at minimum cost. 
EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD 
This distinguished and representative Editorial Ad-
visory Board has been organized to assist the Institute 
in its planning and program evaluation activities. 
Dual-media sets for each Congress .and Session are also available, as are single microfilm reels and index volumes. 
Send for our detailed catalog listing individual units. All items are sold "on approval" and may be returned for 
credit within sixty days after delivery. 
USE THIS CONVENIENT PRICE SCHEDULE AS YOUR ORDER FORM FOR DUAL-MEDIA SETS. 
H ere is a reference work of monumental importance 
to the library world. For guidance in selecting titles 
for a new library, for p roviding fi ll- ins in a sparse 
collection, for updating an old established collection 
-Booksfor Junior College Libraries is the best answer. 
This definitive list is a scholarly di tillation of 
recognized superior college library collections, out-
standing bibliographies, the best thinking of hun-
dreds of expert con ultant , and skilled editing. 
From Anatomy to Zoology, subject coverage is 
extensive (see listing at right) . Each entry includes 
author and title, subtitle, edition, publisher, date of 
publication, price in the country of publication, 
pagination, LibraryofCongre .. ca rd number. Order 
your copy now. $35.00 
The publication of Books for J unior College Libraries 
is endorsed by the Joint Committee on Junior Colleges 
of the American Association of Junior Colleges and the 
American Library Association~· and the Junior 
College Section of the Association of College and 
Research Libraries, a division of the ALA. 
SUBJECTS COVERED IN 
BOOKS FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES 
• Philosophy 
• Religion 
• Psychology 
• Geography 
• Social Science 
and Sociology 
• Anthropology 
•. Political Science 
• Law 
• Human Anatomy 
and Physiology 
• Education 
• Music 
• Art 
• Language 
• Recreation, Sports 
• Mathematics 
• Physics 
• Chemistry 
• Geology 
• Astronomy 
• Biology 
• Medicine 
• Technology and 
Engineering 
• Drama, Theater, 
and Dance 
• General Science 
• Zoology 
• Literature 
General 
American 
Engl ish 
French 
German 
Spanish , Latin-American 
and Portuguese 
Other European 
Oriental and African 
• History 
General 
·Europe 
Africa 
Asia 
Australia, 
oceania, Polar Regions 
North America 
Latin America 
• Economics and Business 
• Military and Naval Science 
• Botany and Agriculture 
• General Works 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION·· 50 East Huron St., Chicago, 111.60611 
338 
"Library roles in American high-
er education," Wilson, 96-102 
Library Science, Farley and Lew-
is, rev. of, 355 
A List of the Original Appear-
ances of Dashiell Hammett's 
Magazine Work, Mundell, rev. 
of, 280 
Litton, Gaston, A History of Ed-
ucation for Lnship in Colom-
bia, rev. of, 419-21 
M 
~cNiff, Philip J., rev., 58 
Magazines for Millions: the Story 
of Specialized Publications, 
Ford, rev. of, 283-84 
Magnetic tape cassettes, s27 
Maier, Joan M., Centralized Book 
Processing: a Feas-ibility Study 
Based on Colorado Academic 
Ls., rev. of, 119-21 
"Major decision points in I. auto-
mation," Veaner, 299-312 
Malinowsky H. Robert, rev., 422 
The Manuai of Psychiatric Tele-
vision; Theory, Practice, Imag-
ination, Onder, rev. of, 280-
81 
Martin, Lowell A., L. Response 
to Urban Change: a Study of 
the Chicago Public L., rev. of, 
203-04 
Massman, Virgil F., "A minimum 
budget for current acquisi-
tions;" 83-88 
Mexico s L. and Information Ser-
vices: a Study of Present Con-
ditions and Needs, White, rev. 
of, 353 
Mihailovich, Vasa D., rev., 418-
19 
"A minimum budget for current 
acquisitions." Massman and 
Patterson, 83-88 
"Modernizing the univ. I. struc-
ture," Kaser, 227-31 
Moriarty, John H., "Academic in 
deed," 14-17; "The types and 
needs of academic I. users: a 
case study of 6,568 responses," 
403-09 
Morrison, Perry D., rev., 419-21 
Mundell, E. H., A List of the 
Original Appearances of Da-
shiell Hammett's Magazine 
Work, rev. of, 280 
N 
National Academy of Sciences-
National Academy of Engineer-
ing, Scientific and Techwical 
Communication: a Pressing 
National Problem and Rec-
ommendations for Its Solution, 
. rev. of, 121 
National Book Awards, judges 
chosen, s65-66 
Neal, K. W., British Univ. Ls., 
rev. of, 421-22 
Necrology, s19; s89; s125; s166; 
s199; s230-31; s261; s312 
Nelson, Jerold. rev., 359-60 
Netherlands. Rijkscommissie van 
advies inzake bet bibliotheek-
swezen, De wetenschappelijke 
bibliothekin in Nederland; 
programma voor een beleid op 
lange termijn, rev. of, 121-22 
New Zealand. Working Party on 
Education for Lnship, Educa-
tion for Lnship: Report of the 
Working Party, rev. of, 416-
17 
"News from the field," s5-16; 
s28-55; s73-84; s97-122; 
s145-62; s178-96; s212-28; 
s241-59; s275-87; s297 -308; 
s328-46 
"News from the Sections," s162-
65; s196; s259-60; s309-10 
0 
Onder, James J., The Manual of 
Psychiatric Television; Theory, 
Practice, Imagination, rev. of, 
280-81 
Painter, Ann F., rev., 121 
Patterson, Kelly, "A minimum 
budget from current acquisi-
tions," 83-88 
Perreault, J. M., rev., 205-06 
Personnel, s 17-19; s56-57; s88-
89; s122-25; s165-66; s199-
200; s229-31; s260-61; s287-
90; s310-12; s347-50 
Pettit, Henry, rev., 358-59 
" The Ph.D. in L . Science," Rich-
mond, 313-17 
Physical Sciences, Royal Institu-
tion L . of Science, Bragg 
and Porter, eds., rev. of, 422 
Pings, Vern M., " The 1. as a so-
cial agency, response to social 
change," 17 4-84 
Pirie, James W., comp., Books 
for ]r. Coll. Ls.; a Selected 
List of Approximately 19,700 
Titles, rev. of, 355-56 
Porter, George, ed., Phys.ical Sci-
ences, Royal Institution L. of 
Science, rev. of, 422 
Poulos, Angela, rev., 414-15 
Princeton Univ. Annex L., 160-
68 
"Problems in the life of a univ. 
ln: Thomas James, 1600-
1620," Davis, 43-49; correc-
tion, 289 
Prolegomena to L. Classification, 
3d ed., Ranganathan, rev. of, 
205-06 . 
Q 
" Quantitative management in 
Is.," Heinritz, 232-38 
R 
Randall, David A., rev., 282-83 
Ranganathan, S. R. , Prolegomena 
to L. Classification, 3d ed., rev. 
of, 205-06 
Reader in Research Methods for 
Lnship, Bundy and Wasser-
man, eds., rev. of, 419 
Ready, William, "Bibliocentre: 
an essay in central processing 
at coli. level," 50-54 
" Reference books," Sheehy, 109-
17; 269-79 
Resnikoff, H. L., Computerized 
L. Cats.: Their Growth, Cost, 
and Utility, rev. of, 123 
Retirements, s19; s89; s166; 
s199-200; s231; s261; s290; 
s312; s 
Richmond, Phyllis A., "The Ph.D. 
in L. Science," 313-17 
Rouse, Roscoe, "Automation 
stops here: a case for man-
made book collections," 147-
54 
Royal Institution L. of Science, 
Physical Sciences, ed. by Wil-
liam Lawrence Bragg and 
George Porter, rev. of, 422 
Rzasa, Philip V., "The types and 
needs of academic I. users: a 
case study of 6,568 responses," 
403-09 
s 
Salmon, Stephen R., ed., L. Au-
tomation; a State of the Art 
... , rev. of, 204 
Sandoe, James, rev., 280 
Schad, Jasper G., "Allocating 
. book funds: control or plan-
- ning?" 155-59 
Scientific and Technical Com-
munication: a Pressing Na-
tional Problem and Recom-
mendations for Its Solution, 
National Academy of Sciences-
National Academy of Engi-
neering, rev. of, 121 
" The separately housed under-
graduate 1. versus the univ. 1.," 
Burke, 399-402 
Shaw, Ralph R., "Catcall," 89-
95 
Sheehy, Eugene P., "Selected ref. 
books," 109-17; 269-79 
Smith, Eldred, "Academic status 
for coli. and univ. lns.-prob-
lems and prospects," 7-13 
Southeastern Europe: a Guide to 
Basic Publications, Horecky, 
rev. of, 418-19 
" Standards for univ. Is. ," Downs 
and Heussman, 28-35 
Stockham, Kenneth Alan, The 
Government and Control of 
Ls., rev. of, 122-23 
Stokes, Katharine M., "From in-
side the DLP," s25-26; s69-
70; s95-96; s141; s176-78; 
s2ll; s240; s272; s327-28 
Storage ls., 160-68 
" Student employees in academic 
Is.," Cottam, 246-48 
Stursa, Mary Lou, "Academic I. 
procedures for providing stu-
dents with required reading 
materials," 103-06 
Suppressed Commentaries on the 
Wiseian Forgeries. Addendum 
to an Enquiry, Todd, rev. of, 
282-83 
T 
" Teach-in: the academic ln.'s 
key to status?" Cassata, 22-27 
Thompson, James, An Introduc-
tion to Univ. L. Administra-
tion, rev. of, 421-22 
Todd, William B., Suppressed 
Commentaries on the Wiseian 
Forgeries. Addendum to an En-
quiry, rev. of, 282-83 
Tolkien Criticism. An Annotated 
Checklist, West, rev. of, 422-
23 
Tomorrow's L.: Direct Access 
and Delivery, Jordan, rev. of, 
356-57 
Trueswell, Richard W., "Article 
use and its relationship to in-
dividual user satisfaction," 
239-45 
" The types and needs of aca-
demic I. users: a case study 
of 6,568 responses," Rzasa and 
Moriarty, 403-09 
u 
The Undergraduate L., Braden, 
rev. of, 417-18 
" The use of an automatic an-
swering service in research 
Is.," Lewis, 107-08 
" User's reaction to microfiche; a 
preliminary study," Lewis, 
260-68 
v 
Veaner, Allen B., "The applica-
tion of computers to 1. tech-
nical processing," 36-42; "Ma-
jor decision points in 1. auto-
mation," 299-312 
Vesenyi, Paul E., European Pe-
riodical Literature in the So-
cial Sciences and the Humani-
ties, rev. of, 414-15 
w 
Ward, Dederick C., rev., 422-
23 
Wasserman, Paul, ed., Reader 
in Research Methods for 
Lnship, rev. of, 419 
West, Richard C., Tolkien Criti-
c.ism. An Annotated Checklist, 
rev. of, 422-23 
De wetenschappelijke bibliothek-
en in Nederland; programma 
voor een beleid op lange 
termijn, Netherlands. Riiks-
commissie van advies inzake 
bet bibliotheekswezen, rev. of, 
121-22 
White, Carl M., Mexico's L. and 
Informat.ion Services: a study 
of Present Conditions and 
Needs, rev. of, 353 
Wilson, Logan, "L. roles in 
American higher education," 
96-102 
Wolf, Edwin, 2d, rev., 58-59 
Wright, James, "Fringe benefits 
for academic 1. personnel," 
18-21 
y 
Young, Arthur P., rev., 353-55 
LIBRARIANS DEPEND ON 
GALE'S VITAL REFERENCE COLLECTION 
HERE'S NEWS ABOUT THE FIVE LATEST ADDITIONS: 
EN CYCLOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIONS . 
Sixth Edition. For fourteen years EA has been the 
busy librarian's key to primary sources of up-to -date 
information on every conceivable subject. Enlarged 
and completely revised, EA-6 contains changes, cor, 
rections, and/or additions in over 90% of the entr ies, 
plus over 1,100 brand-new entries. Volume I : National 
Organizations qf the U.S. covers nearly 14,000 na-
tional. nonprofit membership ·groups. These orga -
nizations are divided into nineteen categories accord-
ing to their principal interests; typical entries cover 
seventeen vital items, including organization 's name, 
address, phone number, purpose and objectives, and 
publications. Listings can be found instantly through 
the 30,000-item keyword/alphabetical index. Volume 
II : Geographic and Executive Index is a two -part 
index providing approaches to organizations in Vol-
ume I according to headquarter's city and state and 
names of their executives. Volume Ill : New Associa-
tions and Projects, a quarterly supplement to Volume I, 
reports promptly on hundreds of new. vital groups 
concerned with new ideas and new problems. Volume I 
(Ready Now) 1468 pages. $32 .50. Volume II (Ready 
Now) 532 pages. $20.00. Volume Ill. $25.00 / year. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BUSINESS INFOR-
MATION SOURCES. Compiled by Paul Wasser -
man, Betsy Ann Olive, Eleanor Allen, Charlotte Georg i, 
and James Way. Enlarged, revised, and ret itled . this 
is the 1970 ed ition of Executive's Guide to Informa-
tion Sources, which was included in Library Journal's 
" Best Business Books of the Year" when it was first 
published . The first of the two large volumes is 
organized according to subjects ranging from accident 
insurance to zinc industry. Under each subject heading 
are full references (with publishers' or other addresses) 
to sourcebooks, periodicals; organizations, directories. 
handbooks, bibliographies, and other sources of pub-
lished and unpublished information important to ex -
ecutives and researchers al ike. The second volume 
provides the same kinds of information on geographic 
subjects such as cities, states, regions, nations, etc .. 
on ' which the arrangement of the volume is based . 
(In press; ready November) Two volumes. New. 
handier 8Yz " by 11" page size. 738 pages. $47 .50. 
ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS DIC-
TIONARY. Third Edition . Nearly double the size of 
the Second Edition, the revised and expanded A/D-3 
will be a frequently consulted guide to the fast grow-
ing international language expressed in alphabet ic 
contractions. Many of the approximately 84,000 terms 
in AID-3 are new acronyms for space activities and 
equipment, pollution control groups and methods, 
drugs, technical processes and materials, agencies, 
movements, breakthroughs, and popular expressions. 
To keep pace w ith this rap idly growing vocabulary 
Gale w ill publish annual supplements to AID-3 (1971, 
1972 issues, $15.00 each) . (In press; ready November) 
New 8Yz" by 11" page size makes four times more 
terms scannable on each page. 550 pages. $22.50. 
PARADISE LOST: A CONCORDANCE. 
Compiled by Gladys W. Hudson. Filling a great need, 
th is complete, accurate, and usable work is the only 
modern concordance for Milton's Paradise Lost. So 
that the concordance might be useful as both a 
literary and a linguistic tool, the text selected as a 
base was the second ed ition of Paradise Lost pub-
lished in 1674, which included Milton 's own correc-
tions and retained his language, but which also estab-
lished the divisions into books and lines followed 
by all modern editions. The listing of each element in 
hyphenated words, the retention of Milton 's spelling, 
and other important editorial decisions are fully ex-
plained in the Preface. At the end of the work is a 
" frequency listing" of all words in Paradise Lost in-
cluding those omitted from the concordance, in the 
order of the frequency of their appearance. (In press; 
ready October) 374 pages. $25.00. 
STATI~TICS SOURCES: A Subject Guide to 
Data on Industrial, Business, Social, Educational, 
Financial, and Other Topics for the United States and 
Selected Foreign Countries. Third Edition. Edited by 
Paul Wasserman, Eleanor Allen. Charlotte Georgi, and 
Janice Mclean. Ever since the first edition of Sta -
tistics Sources was chosen for Library Journal's list 
of "Best Reference Books, " librarians have recognized 
the basic usefulness of this unique dictionary-style 
guide to thousands of sources of statistics concerning 
a wide range of man's activities, products, govern-
ments, and environmental features. The Third Edition 
broadens the scope and depth of coverage to a 
remarkable degree; the new edition is 50% larger than 
the second, with entries on about 11 ,000 subjects 
compared with 8,000 in the previous edition. (In 
preparation; ready December) About 625 pages. 
$27.50. 
ORDER AND USE ANY TITLE FREE FOR THIRTY DAYS 
GALE RESEARCH COMPANY • BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, MICH. 48226 
lSI ~ announces 
MATCHING GRANTS 
to help smaller libraries 
acquire the 
comprehensive 
Science Citation Index: 
Now, for the first time, smaller university and 
medical libraries can enjoy the same multi-
disciplinary information services that hun-
dreds of the world's largest educational and 
research organizations subscribe to. 
The Grants 
To help libraries previously unable to afford 
these services, the Institute for Scientific 
Information is providing dollar-for-dollar 
matching grants toward the cost of all or 
parts of the comprehensive Science Citation 
Index. The grants apply to past, present 
and future editions and provide 50% of the 
cost. 
SCI® Services 
SCI indexes all material published in the 
world's 2,500 most important journals cov-
ering the mathematical, life, physical, chem-
ical, behavioral and engineering sciences. 
It compri~s four special indexes, each issued 
quarterly and cumulated annually. 
1. Citation Index lists, by author, all cited 
papers, naming citing authors and jour-
nals in which published. 
2. Corporate Index lists published material 
by organization and staff member. 
3. Source Index, organized by author, gives 
complete bibliographic descriptions of 
material listed in the Citation and Cor-
porate Indexes and serves as an author 
index to the current literature. 
4. Permuterm ® Subject Index lists per-
muted pairs of key terms in titles and 
subtitles, identifying the author who used 
them [for cross-reference to the Source 
Index]. 
Eligibility 
The following are invited to apply for the 
lSI Grant: Twoandfour-yearcolleges limited 
to undergraduate or small graduate programs. 
Departmental libraries in universities already 
subscribing to the SCI services. Hospitals 
of 600 beds or fewer not affiliated with a 
medical school, and hospitals affiliated with 
a medical school already receiving SCI. 
For more information on the SCI services 
and/or how you can obtain your matching 
grant application form, write to Mr. Melvin 
Weinstock, SCI Grant Program. 
Institute for Scientific Information 
325 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19106, 
Tel: 215/923-3300, Cable: SCINFO, TELEX: 
84-5305. C1970 lSI 
CRL-110 
